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General Remarks
For CMB studies, everything is a foreground

Emphasis of this meeting on astrophysical
foregrounds (fixed and unchangeable),
but I will be more inclusive
From the beginning, foregrounds have concerned CMB observers, but
which foregrounds dominated has changed
My presentation will be an informal history of which foregrounds
worried us and what we did about them

1964: Penzias and Wilson
They found “an excess antenna temperature of 3.5 K”
Much of their one-page paper was showing that the “excess” was not
foregrounds
“Foregrounds” included any source of emission in front of their detector
They considered:
-- man-made radio emission
-- emission from the Galaxy
-- atmospheric emission
-- pick-up from the ground
-- emission from the walls of
their horn antenna
-- “deposits” – by pigeons – in the horn (hence the temporary unit of “milli-dungs”)

1965: Roll and Wilkinson
Design eliminated some foregrounds
Measured atmosphere
Result T = 3.0 ± 0.5 K
-- and this astonishing graph
Note that a key foreground
(Galaxy) was explicitly included, and
shown to be negligible

1967-8 The Next Step – Co-ordinated,
Multi-Frequency Measurements
Explicit attention to foregrounds, especially atmosphere
-- high, dry site
-- improved measures of remaining atmospheric emission
-- better control of emission from the ground
-- used same horn for sky and cold load measurements
-- apparatus kept fixed
-- attention to instrumental “foregrounds” (cold load walls; reflector)

Figure 43: The three radiometers used by Bob Stokes, Dave Wilkinson and me to
measure the CMBR temperature at wavelengths ⌥ = 3.2, 1.6 and 0.96 cm.
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These three papers:
-- no mention of astrophysical foregrounds
-- established black-body spectrum (not !2)

The spectral observations were carried out at the highest place in the
United States with electrical power, the White Mountain Research Station
maintained by the University of California. Not surprisingly, other groups
had figured out that this was an excellent place from which to observe the
microwave background. When we arrived, we discovered Bernie Burke and
his colleagues busy assembling apparatus that looked an awful lot like that
The Cosmic Microwave Background: From Discovery to Precision Cosmology
shown in Figure 43 (Ewing, Burke and Staelin 1967). Our group and his
agreed to work entirely independently, so as not to influence one another’s
results. Yet another group, Welch, Keachie, Thornton and Wrixon (1967),
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1990 – COBE FIRAS
Exquisite attention to systematics
Null signal using adjustable cold load
Main limit on accuracy: fidelity of cold load
Astrophysical foregrounds not even mentioned
in first paper (Mather et al., 1990)
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FIXSEN

But by 2009 (Fixsen et al.), zodi, proxies
for Galactic emission, and line emission
all considered (7 templates fitted)
-- yet a Galactic mask was still necessary at ~2σ
Figure 2. Crosses are the CMB temperature estimation for a given fraction
of the brightest part of the sky excluded. The lines are the nominal +1σ and
−1σ limits. The error bar is the adopted value and uncertainty inflated for the
excess χ 2 .

with respect to the CMB (and some Sachs–Wolfe effect),
the spectrum appears not as an absolute spectrum but as a
differential spectrum generated by the Doppler shift.
According to the special theory of relativity the spectrum
observed in a reference frame moving with respect to the source
of a blackbody spectrum, B(T , ν), at temperature T, is shifted
such that
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2011 -- The Puzzle of Arcade

Measured To at 3 & 10 GHz (Fixsen et al. 2011; Seiffert et al. 2011)
-- made “expected” corrections for Galactic synchrotron & free-free,
extragalactic sources….
hysical Journal, 734:6 (8pp), 2011 June 10
-- still
unexplained ?
Table 1
Measurements of Radio Emission
-- see Dowell & Taylor 2018

Hz)

Extragalactica
Temperature (K)
20355
3864
13.42
3.271
2.787
2.770
2.761
2.743
2.731
2.738
2.529
2.573
2.706
2.725

Errorb (K)

Residualc
Emission (K)
13268
2843
10.80
3.181
2.777
2.761
2.761
2.742
2.730
2.738
2.529
2.573
2.706
2.725

Seiffert et al.

Errorb

5181
5229
Need to sort
out
before
sensitive
502
512
3.52
3.53
spectral measurements (e.g. of y)
0.526
0.010
0.008
0.013
0.015
0.005
0.006
0.155
0.076
0.019
0.001

0.526
0.010
0.008
0.013
0.015
0.005
0.006
0.155
0.076
0.019
0.001

See Paddy Leahy’s earlier talk;
repeat need for careful zerolevel measurements
-- synchr. is smooth but so are y & mu

stimate of the monopole temperature with the Milky Way Galactic
emoved as by Kogut et al. (2011). Data are from Roger et al. (1999;
Maeda et al. (1999; 0.045 GHz), Haslam et al. (1981; 0.408 GHz),
h (1986; 1.42 GHz), and Fixsen et al. (2011; 3.20 to 90 GHz).

Figure 1. Detection of radio emission by ARCADE 2 beyond the contribution
of discrete radio sources, modeled galactic foregrounds, and the expectation of
2.725 K blackbody radiation. Data points are the ARCADE 2 results from Fixsen
et al. (2011) and have been corrected for Milky Way Galactic emission described
by Kogut et al. (2011). The dashed curve is a constant 2.725 K blackbody,
consistent with FIRAS measurements of the CMB. The dot-dashed curve is an
estimate of the discrete radio source contribution from Gervasi et al. (2008a)
model “Fit1” added to the 2.725 blackbody. The data points lie significantly

Isotropy Measurements
Many local and instrumental sources of foregrounds cancel out since
measurements are differential
But need for 103 or 104 increase in sensitivity requires attention to both
-- fluctuations in local foregrounds (e.g., clouds)
-- remaining instrumental systematics
And astrophysical foregrounds were soon a central concern

Canceling Local Foregrounds, by Design
Differential measurements
Same zenith angle
Attention to diurnal effects
Calibration (“Is it even on?”)
And of course, ground screens, etc.

The Princeton “flapper” -reflector, with NCP as
periodic reference (P = 5 min; not
a wise choice)
Figure 39: Schematic of the “isotropometer,” showing the moving reflector used
to zero the instrument.

and 39).
The kilohertz signal was phase-sensitively detected, and plotted out using
a pen and ink chart recorder. (Mentioning a pen and ink chart recorder to

Results of the Isotropometer, 1967

Unconvincing detection of Galactic emission; no clear evidence of dipole
Atmospheric noise dominated

An Automated Isotropometer, 1967
Dominant foreground: atmosphere
Hence go to dry and sunny spot
(not New Jersey)
Automated device; left unattended
In a secure (very secure) location

Canceling Local Foregrounds, by Better Design
Conklin and Bracewell 1967-9
Differential measurements
Same zenith angle
Paired horn antennas
No moving parts
Design later adopted by Smoot
for U2 and COBE projects and
symmetrical design for WMAP

Figure 48: Historic horns through which flowed the radiant energy (estimated at

roughly half an erg during the integration time of 425 hours) that revealed the
Sun’s motion through the cosmos.

The first CMB experiment dominated by astrophysical foregrounds

kind of system that was fixed with respect to the ground and let the sky
sweep through the beam. The dipole anisotropy would then appear in the
antenna temperature as a sine wave with an amplitude proportional to the
velocity and a period of one sidereal day.
The apex of the Earth’s motion (if any) with respect to the CMBR
was completely unknown. But unless it were closely aligned with the north
celestial pole, there would be an equatorial component which could be measured most easily. As with the inhomogeneity experiment, a radiometer

Conklin’s Results, and Their Reception
From Conklin’s thesis:
Impact of estimated
Galactic emission very
clear (dominates signal)
May have raised doubts
about an actual detection
of the dipole

Difference = CMB dipole

Rising above the Atmosphere: Balloons
Clearly dominant foreground – atmospheric emission
-- so observe above (most of) atmosphere and all water vapor
1971 – early attempt by Dave Wilkinson and
Paul Henry
-- an astronomical foreground dominates

Rising above the Atmosphere: Balloons
1976 – Francesco Melchiorri, Paul
Boynton, BP …. try again
-- cheap beer dominates

Back to Astrophysical Foregrounds….

Multi-Frequency – But Which Frequencies?
Debate initiated by Neil Brandt & Charles Lawrence, 1994
1. Emphasize frequency range of
minimum foregrounds?
-- then synchrotron, free-free and dust
emission residuals must all be dealt with
2. Work in a regime where only a
single component dominates
-- and pay price of higher foreground
WMAP chose latter, possibly
underestimating dust

Polarization
Another leap of ~102 in sensitivity required
New instrumental biases and “foregrounds”
Transition from instrumental to astrophysical foregrounds parallels the
case for temperature anisotropies

Polarization
For TE & EE, can be managed:
(P/T)sources < (P/T)CMB
Problem is spatial variation of
polarization and the unexpectedly
high polarization fraction for dust
emission
For BB, astrophysical foregrounds
completely dominate

WMAP -- Galactic Emission Dominates
Example: WMAP 3 year papers
-- on temperature maps, ½ of paper is devoted to foregrounds and
component separation
-- for polarization maps, ~1/3
-- and a separate paper by the 7 year release
Multi-frequency observations to control foregrounds
Masks and template fitting introduced for first time (I think)
The case of tau: first value 0.17, changed to 0.088 (better analysis &
better modeling of foregrounds; tests for foreground residual;
foreground model (esp. dust) still rough

The BICEP/Keck Results and “Losing the Nobel Prize”
2014 BICEP2/Keck claim of
primordial B modes r = 0.2
Highly sensitive – but single frequency,
hence little control of foregrounds
Apparent B-mode signal in data

The BICEP/Keck Results and “Losing the Nobel Prize”
Relied on preliminary Planck
observations for estimate of
Galactic dust emission
-- not good enough
In fact, dust emission largely
explains the result
Later 2015 joint analysis: r < 0.13
Even this has problems: frequencyto frequency correlation

Today’s Problems
Newly relevant astrophysical foregrounds
-- AME
-- SZ signals
-- lensing
-- variability
New foregrounds complicate choice of frequencies
New instrumental biases
-- and for ground-based projects, ground pick-up, atmosphere….are still
problems
Even worse, interaction between systematics and foregrounds (e.g.,
bandpass mismatch)

Planning for Future Observations
The value of ground-based surveys (for synch., AME, free-free)
-- e.g C-BASS, S-PASS, QUIJOTE….
-- monopole (zero-point) measurements crucial
-- so is accurate polarization
Multi-frequency measurements required for any isotropy survey
-- e.g. LiteBIRD started with 6, now 15 (I think)
-- if number of bands is limited, must decide to work in sweet spot (foreground minimum) or not
Attention to interaction between instrumental systematics and foregrounds: e.g.
-- measure band passes, polarization angles and efficiencies with
precision before launch or deployment
-- devise and plan tests of these effects

